
overview
In these activities, students will hone their observation skills while learning  
about bioluminescent animals. 

    •  Before Your Visit: Students will practice observing animals and identifying  
body parts, then be introduced to some animals that glow. 

    •  During Your Visit: Students will focus on specific animals and how the light  
they emit helps them survive. 

    •  Back in the Classroom: Students will share their findings and demonstrate  
how bioluminescence can help an animal communicate. 

background for educator
Bioluminescence is a chemical reaction that takes place in an organism and produces detectable light. These organisms 
use a variety of body parts to emit light in different colors and for different purposes. Eighty percent of all bioluminescent 
groups live in the world’s oceans, from the shallows to the deep sea floor; they include fish, plankton, crustaceans, and 
jellyfish. Although less common, bioluminescence also occurs on land in some insects and fungi. Scientists have observed 
organisms using bioluminescence in many different ways. These include self-defense, illuminating or luring prey,  
camouflage, and attracting mates.

before your visit
1. Activity: Observe Animal Body Parts

Materials: pictures or models of animals, including (but not necessarily  
limited to) insects, fish, and jellyfish. 

Pair students up, and give each pair one animal picture or model. Students may 
start by naming parts of their own bodies (e.g. arms, legs, head, eyes). Next, have 
them closely observe the photo/model. Ask students to identify the animals’ 
various body parts and explain their purposes. Ask: How do these body parts 
help this animal live/survive? What’s the corresponding part of your body?  
How are the two similar or different? (Answers will vary.) Have students discuss  
their observations with each other, and if time allows, share their observations  
with the class.

2. Activity: Bioluminescent Animals

Materials: Computer and projector

Ask students if they can think of any animal in nature that produces light with  
its body. (Answers may include: fireflies, fish). Tell them that there are actually  
many kinds of animals with body parts that light up, and that this ability is  
called “bioluminescence.” Tell students that the video they’re going to watch  
was filmed in the deep ocean where it’s totally dark. Some of the animals in  
the video are bioluminescent (produce their own light). 

Observe Creatures That Glow
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creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Activities for Grades K–2

NYS Science Core Curriculum
LE 3.1a: Each animal has different 
structures that serve different  
functions in growth, survival,  
and reproduction.

Plan how your students will explore 
Creatures of Light using the Animal 
Investigation Worksheets (see pre-
visit activity #3). Since the exhibition 
will be dark, we recommend that 
students take mental notes in the 
exhibition and record their observa-
tions afterwards.

Before your visit, divide your class 
into six teams: Firefly, Jellyfish, 
Deep-Sea Anglerfish, Stoplight 
Loosejaw Dragonfish, Vampire 
Squid, and Bristlemouth. 

At the Museum, each group should 
be facilitated by a teacher/chaper-
one as they explore the exhibition. 
Distribute copies of the correspond-
ing instructions and worksheets to 
chaperones and students before-
hand, and review them together to 
make sure everyone understands 
the activities. To each chaperone, 
also distribute the instructions and 
one crayon of each of the following 
colors: red, blue, purple, green,  
and yellow.



Show students this video: 
montereybayaquarium.org/videos/Video.aspx?enc=0ZZ+8rD1FkYIbAdCXUUyqw

After watching the video (multiple times if necessary), ask: What kinds of animals could you identify? (Answers may include: 
squid, jellyfish, fish, shrimp,) Were any animals totally unfamiliar? (Answers will vary.) Did you notice any of lighting up? 
(Answers may include: jellyfish) What parts of their bodies did the light come from, and what colors did you see? (Answers 
may include: the fish had lights on its underside, the red animal had rows of flashing lights on its sides, the fast animal had 
lights on the ends of ots feet/tentacles. The lights were green, white, red, purple.)

3. Activity: Prepare for the Exhibition (Animal Investigation Team Formation)
Uses worksheets with diagrams of individual bioluminescent animals to prepare students to explore the Creatures of 
Light exhibition. Use your discretion when assigning diagrams and deciding what size groups to create. For a more 
intensive experience, groups may be given multiple animals to investigate.

Materials: copies of animal worksheets: Firefly, Jellyfish, Deep-Sea Anglerfish, Stoplight Loosejaw Dragonfish, Vampire 
Squid, Bristlemouth

Tell students that these are a few of the bioluminescent animals they’ll be observing in the exhibition. Split them into as 
many as 6 groups: (1) Firefly, (2) Jellyfish, (3) Deep-Sea Anglerfish, (4) Stoplight Loosejaw Dragonfish, (5) Vampire Squid, and 
(6) Bristlemouth. Tell them that each group is an Animal Investigation Team, which will learn as much as possible about 
its animal. Distribute the worksheets. (All members of each team should receive a diagram of the same animal.) Have 
the teams look carefully at the animal, then discuss it together: What kind of animal is it? What body parts of it can they 
identify? (Answers may include: wings, tentacles) Where do they think it might live? (Answers may include: in a forest, in the 
ocean) Tell the class that these animals are all bioluminescent. Explain that in the exhibition they will find and study  
a large model of that animal, identify which part of it lights up, and learn about how the animal might use this light  
to survive.

during your visit
Creatures of Light: Nature’s Bioluminescence
4th floor (45 minutes)
Divide your class into the same six groups: (1) Firefly, (2) Jellyfish, (3) Deep-Sea Anglerfish, (4) Stoplight Loosejaw  
Dragonfish, (5) Vampire Squid, and (6) Bristlemouth. Have an adult chaperone guide the students through the exhibition 
and facilitate the activity. 

Materials: 
• For each student: an animal diagram sheet (based on his/her team)
•  For each chaperone: instructions, an animal diagram sheet, and five crayons (red, blue, purple, green, and yellow)

Milstein Hall of Ocean Life
1st floor (30 minutes)
In the open space beneath the whale, have students regroup, review, and take notes on the things they saw in the  
Creatures of Light exhibition.

Materials: Same as Creatures of Light materials, plus one pencil for each student.

creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Activities for Grades K–2
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Have students gather in front of the Deep Sea Ecosystem on the right hand side of the upper level*. With this environ-
ment as a backdrop, have them continue working on their Creatures of Light worksheet by labeling any parts of their 
animal they can identify, and answering the four questions. Alternatively, for younger students, you and/or the chaperones 
can use the questions to lead a group discussion and record students’ responses on a single sheet. 

Afterwards, have students practice their observation skills by spotting animals in the Deep Sea display and discussing 
which body parts they can identify and what their functions might be. 

*Note: If you have a very large group, you may choose to conduct this activity in front of one of the Lower Level dioramas 
under the whale, where there is more space; e.g. the Dolphin and Tuna diorama on the left-hand side.

back in the classroom
Students will share their findings, and demonstrate how bioluminescence can help an animal communicate. 

Activity: Sharing Observations & Recording Findings

Materials: One clean copy of each worksheet (enlarged, if possible); blue, green, purple, red, and yellow crayons;  
black markers for labeling

Have student groups present what they learned in Creatures of Light to the rest of the class. Post clean copies of all of the 
animal outlines in front of the class. Have representatives from each group come up one at a time and fill in the details by 
coloring in the bioluminescent parts in the appropriate color and labeling the body parts. They can refer to their work-
sheets. With younger students, you may want to read findings aloud and label the diagrams, and then have students add 
color. When identifying bioluminescent parts of the animal’s body, ask students how bioluminescence helps it live/survive. 
Include this information on the diagram. 

Activity: “Lanternfish Sticks”

Students will create a simple model of a bioluminescent fish, then learn how it uses bioluminescence to communicate.

Go to montereybayaquarium.org/lc/activities/lanternfish_sticks.asp for full instructions and materials. Be sure to follow 
the link at the bottom for instructions on conducting the activity with the fish.

creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Activities for Grades K–2
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Check your assigned Animal Investigation Team:

         Firefly                   Jellyfish                   Deep-Sea Anglerfish  

         Stoplight Loosejaw Dragonfish                   Vampire Squid                   Bristlemouth

1.  Before entering the exhibition, tell students that  
they will need to pay attention to each animal  
model they encounter so that each group can find  
and recognize its animal. 

2.  When a group of students has found its animal,  
gather around the model. 

3.  Ask students to identify which part of the animal  
is glowing and what color that part is. 

4.  Pass around the corresponding color crayon and  
have students take turns coloring in that body part  
on their sheet. (If it’s too dark, do this step after  
the exhibition.)

5.  While students are coloring, prompt students  
to make observations about the animal. (They do  
not need to write these answers down while in  
the exhibition.) 
 
• How many body parts (glowing or not) can  
   you identify?  
• What does the animal use these parts for?  
• What purpose might the bioluminescence serve?  
•  Are there any clues around the animal or on the  

panels nearby?
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Instructions for Chaperones
creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Grades K–2

exit >

enter

>

firefly

jellyfish

deep-sea
creatures

• deep-sea anglerfish

•  stoplight loosejaw 
dragonfish

• bristlemouth

• vampire squid



TEAM: Firefly 

Name:
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Student Worksheet
creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Grades K–2

 

Describe the environment that your animal lives in.

What parts of your animal are glowing? 

How does your animal use this light? 

What color is the light?



TEAM: Jellyfish 

Name:
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Student Worksheet
creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Grades K–2

Describe the environment that your animal lives in.

What parts of your animal are glowing? 

How does your animal use this light? 

What color is the light?



TEAM: Deep-Sea Anglerfish 

Name:
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Student Worksheet
creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Grades K–2

Describe the environment that your animal lives in.

What parts of your animal are glowing? 

How does your animal use this light? 

What color is the light?



TEAM: Stoplight Loosejaw Dragonfish 

Name:
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Student Worksheet
creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Grades K–2

Describe the environment that your animal lives in.

What parts of your animal are glowing? 

How does your animal use this light? 

What color is the light?



TEAM: Bristlemouth 

Name:
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Student Worksheet
creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Grades K–2

Describe the environment that your animal lives in.

What parts of your animal are glowing? 

How does your animal use this light? 

What color is the light?



TEAM: Vampire Squid 

Name:
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Student Worksheet
creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Grades K–2

Describe the environment that your animal lives in.

What parts of your animal are glowing? 

How does your animal use this light? 

What color is the light?



overview
In these activities, students will understand how bioluminescence can benefit  
organisms that live in dark environments.  

    •  Before Your Visit: Students will explore bioluminescent animals and their 
environments. 

    •  During Your Visit: Students will observe bioluminescent animals and explore  
how their glowing body parts help them survive. 

    •  Back in the Classroom: Students will share their findings and further  
explore how bioluminescence help animals survive. 

background for educator
Bioluminescence — the chemical reaction that takes place in an organism and produces detectable light — can be 
particularly useful to animals that live in the dark. Scientists have observed organisms using bioluminescence in ways  
that include:

    •  Communication: signaling to mates
    •  Feeding: attracting prey with glowing body parts, making prey visible
    •   Self-defense: counter-illumination (camouflage), illuminating predators in order to attract animals that may attack 

those predators, startling predators, distracting predators, acting as a warning signal 

before your visit
Discussion: Bioluminescence
Have students look at images of bioluminescent organisms in their  
environments. (You can refer to the exhibition floor plan to help you select the  
organisms). Ask: 

    •  What features do all of these environments share? (Answer: darkness)
    •   What are some of the challenges of living in the dark?  

(Answers may include: harder to find food, to find a mate, to communicate)
    •  How might the ability to produce light benefit the organisms that live here?  

(Answers may include: might help them see better which would be helpful  
for feeding, mating, or outsmarting predators)

    •   What might be some of the drawbacks of glowing?  
(Answers may include: you are making it easier for others to see you, which  
may attract predators)

Bioluminescence and Environment
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creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Activities for Grades 3–5

NYS Science Core Curriculum
LE 5.1b: An organism’s physical 
features can enable it to carry out  
life functions in its particular  
environment.

Plan how your students will explore 
Creatures of Light. Since the exhibi-
tion will be dark, we recommend 
that you and/or your chaperones  
use the guided explorations in 
Teaching in the Exhibition to  
guide your students through the 
exhibition.

Before your visit, distribute copies 
of the worksheets to students and 
review them together. Tell students 
that they will be filling in the  
worksheets after the exhibition.



Activity: Communication: Fireflies
Students will try to communicate with flash patterns that resemble those used by fireflies.

Materials: Flashlights, Flashcards with pictures of different fireflies and their coding sequences (indicate the top of  
the card)

Divide your class into six or nine groups and give each group a flashlight and flashcard with one of the codes provided 
here. There must be at least 2 groups with each code.

Explain that:
    •  each group’s code will match up with one other group’s (their “mate”)
    •  a dot indicates a short flash and a dash indicates a long flash (demonstrate)

Give each group a few minutes to practice their codes. 

Then give the groups five minutes to try and find their mates using only their flashlight codes. Afterwards, discuss the 
challenges of communicating only with light. Ask:

    •  Why did some groups succeed and others not? (Answers may include: its easier to find each other if you are close by or 
there isn’t a lot of light interference, the simpler the signal, the easier it is to spot it)

    •  What made it hard to communicate? (Answers may include: hard to understand the signal with so many others  
signaling at the same time, hard to tell if the flash was long or short)

during your visit
Creatures of Light: Nature’s Bioluminescence
4th floor (45 minutes)
Before entering, remind students that they should be on the lookout for which bioluminescent organism they might like 
to focus on. Refer to the guided explorations found in the Teaching in the Exhibition section of this guide as you progress 
through the exhibition. 

Milstein Hall of Ocean Life
1st floor (20-30 minutes)
Have students visit the Deep Sea Ecosystem on the upper level of the hall. Break students into groups and have them 
discuss how bioluminescence helps different animals survive. Ask them to note similarities and differences between 
organisms, and write down their observations. Students may also want to think about the challenges that that an organism 
would face if it weren’t bioluminescent. Have students complete both sections of their worksheets here.

creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Activities for Grades 3–5
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back in the classroom
Activity: Create a Classroom Mural of Bioluminescent Creatures
Have students give a short presentation on one of the bioluminescent organisms that they learned about at the Museum. 
Have them include information about its habitat, why bioluminescence is useful in that environment, what color it  
displays, and how bioluminescence helps it survive. You may want to assign students interested in the same animal to 
work in teams. Afterwards, students can use the presentations to create a classroom mural. 

Activity: How Does the Stoplight Loosejaw Dragonfish Spot Prey?
In this activity, students will look through different colored lenses to see if it confers an advantage in spotting prey.  
(The stoplight loosejaw dragonfish uses its pulsing red light — the “stoplight”— to spot a red shrimp, then catches the 
shrimp in its oversized and extendable “loose” jaw. Since this fish is almost the only deep-sea animal to both produce and 
see red light, it spies the shrimp. But the shrimp can’t detect the fish’s red light… so it gets eaten!)

Materials: 
    •  Sheets of blue- and red-tinted plastic
    •  Hole punch
    •  Red, blue, and black construction paper (one sheet each of red and blue paper, two black sheets)

Using the hole punch to make five sets of colored dots (20 each in blue, red, and black). Scatter all the dots on a square 
yard of black material and have students take turns as predators. Each predator gets 15 seconds to pick up dots, one at  
a time. As:

    •  How many dots did each predator collect? 
    •  Which color dot was captured most often? Why do you think that was?

Repeat the activity, this time with one predator looking through red-tinted plastic, another looking through blue-tinted 
plastic and the third using no filter. Compare and discuss the results. 

Activity: How Does the Hatchetfish Defend Itself?
In this activity, students will see what challenges this method of camouflage creates for predators. (The hatchetfish adjusts 
the light on the rows of light organs on the underside of its body to blend in with the faint light from above. This helps to 
hide it from predators lurking below.)

Materials: 
    •   Wrapping paper with a two-colored pattern
    •  Plain wrapping paper (1 roll in each of the colors that match the colors in the pattern)
    •  Scissors
    •  Tape

Cut a large sheet of the patterned paper; this will be the “environment.” Cut 10 fish shapes out of each of the 3 types of 
paper. Attach the fish to the “environment,” matching its shape to the background as well as possible.

Attach this to the wall of your classroom. Break the classroom into two groups and give each group 15 seconds to “hunt” 
in the habitat. (Have them stand a few feet away).

After the hunt, ask:
    •   How many fish did your group find?
    •   What color fish did you find the most of? 
    •   Was it harder to find the patterned fish? Why?

creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Activities for Grades 3–5
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Student Worksheet
creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Grades 3–5

Use this sheet to record your observations about some of the bioluminescent animals that you saw in the 
Museum today.

Pick a bioluminescent animal from the Creatures of Light exhibition.

Pick the bioluminescent animal from the Deep Sea Ecosystem in the Milstein Hall of Ocean Life.

What is the animal’s name?
       

What part of its body lights up?
       
 
How does bioluminescence help the animal?

Why would it be harder for the animal to 
survive of it weren’t bioluminescent?

Draw it here.

Draw it here. What is the animal’s name?
       

What part of its body lights up?
       
 
How does bioluminescence help the animal?

Why would it be harder for the animal to 
survive of it weren’t bioluminescent?



overview
In these activities, students will focus on ecological relationships and investigate  
the many ways that species might interact using bioluminescence.  

    •  Before Your Visit: Students will explore the variety of relationships  
between creatures that glow.  

    •  During Your Visit: Students will observe and collect information about  
ecological relationships between species.  

    •  Back in the Classroom: Students will explore how these different  
relationships affect survival. 

background for educator
Bioluminescent species interact with other creatures in many ways, such as through competition, predation, attraction, or 
an ongoing symbiotic relationship such as mutualism, commensalism, or parasitism. All ongoing ecological relationships, 
even parasitic or predatory ones, have evolved over long periods of time and are integral to an ecosystem’s balance and 
stability.

before your visit
Activity: How do bioluminescent organisms interact with others?

Part 1: Warm-up Discussion
Ask students:

    •  In what environment would bioluminescence, or the ability to glow, be  
particularly useful to animals? (Answers may include: nighttime, darkness,  
underground, the deep sea)

    •  What activities do you think an organism would use bioluminescence for?  
(Answers may include: communication — signaling mates; feeding —  
attracting prey with glowing body parts, allows predators to see their prey;  
self-defense — counter-illumination (camouflage), illuminating invading  
predators to attract the attention of other predators, startling attackers,  
distracting predators, warning signal) 

Part 2: Ecological Relationships of Bioluminescent Creatures
Review students’ knowledge of ecological relationships by asking them to the ways that different species in the same 
habitat interact. Write their answers on the board (e.g. Species A might eat Species B, Species A might use Species B’s 
discarded shell for shelter).

Ask the students to name some of these interactions (e.g. predation, parasitism). If those terms are not on the list, ask if 
anyone can define predation, parasitism, and symbiosis. 

Note: If you haven’t covered these terms yet, this would be an ideal opportunity to teach them to students, along with 
mutualism and commensalism.

Relationships for Survival: The Role of Bioluminescence
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creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Activities for Grades 6–8

NYS Living Environment
Standard 7.1c: In all environments 
organisms interact with one another 
in many ways. Relationships amongst 
organisms may be competitive, 
harmful or beneficial.

Plan how your students will use  
the Creatures of Light student  
worksheets. Since the exhibition 
will be dark, we recommend that 
students take mental notes in the 
exhibition and record their  
observations afterwards.

Before your visit, tell students that 
they will be collecting informa-
tion on the relationships between 
different species and filling in their 
worksheets after the exhibition. 



Write “symbiosis” on the board. (Symbiosis is a long-term interaction between different species that interact in close prox-
imity.) Underneath, write these symbols in three rows: +,+; +,0; and +,-. (They represent the three main types of symbiosis.) 
Ask the students to name the term for a symbiotic relationship that benefits both species. (mutualism, +,+) What about 
one that benefits one species while the other species is not affected? (commensalism, +,0) Finally, what about a symbiotic 
relationship that benefits one species and harms the other? (parasitism, +,-)

As a class, see if you can classify all of the interactions brainstormed in Step 1 as mutualistic, commensal, parasitic, or none 
of the above. Then point out the additional ecological relationships NOT generally considered to be symbiotic: predation 
(not a long-term relationship as one species is eaten), competition (not considered to be a direct interaction between spe-
cies as the focus is a fight over an external resource) and reproduction (not an interaction between species, but between 
individuals of a species; not always a long-term relationship).

Part 3: Wrap Up
Have students read the content, “Deep Sea Diorama: Lights in the Dark” on the Museum’s Milstein Hall of Ocean Life 
website. (amnh.org/exhibitions/permanent/ocean/02_ecosystems/02h3_darklights.php)  

Have students add any inter-species relationships they learned about in the article to the list on the board.

Have students list two bioluminescent species that they’ll try to find during their visit to the Museum, and add it to their 
data sheet. 

during your visit
Creatures of Light: Nature’s Bioluminescence
4th floor (45-60 minutes)
This exhibition is too dark to read or write easily, so we recommend that students make mental notes of the organisms 
and the relationships they observe. Distribute the student worksheet afterwards, in the Hall of Ocean Life.

Tell students that they’ll be exploring and observing ecological relationships between species (on land and in the ocean). 
They will be collecting information about the relationships between species from different media in the exhibition (e.g. text 
panels, models, iPad stations, movie). Explain that they’ll be writing down their observations after they leave the exhibition. 
Have students watch the “In the Deep Sea” video at the end of the exhibition.

Milstein Hall of Ocean Life
1st floor (30 minutes)
Find a quiet place in this hall, preferably in front of the Deep Sea Ecosystem because it has many of the organisms found 
in the Creatures of Light exhibition. Distribute the “Ecological Relationships” worksheet. Have them list the pairs of  
species they observed interacting in Creatures of Light, and record the type of interaction on the worksheet. Encourage 
them to try to remember as many relationships between organisms as possible. 

Note: This part can be done as a group discussion, with students writing the examples as they’re offered up.

Then have students explore the Milstein Hall of Ocean Life, observe other species that glow in the dark, and add these 
species and their relationships to the worksheet. They may also add species that don’t glow if they can describe how they 
interact with bioluminescent organisms.

creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Activities for Grades 6–8
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back in the classroom
Activity: Exhibition Wrap-Up
Divide students into groups and have them reflect on what they learned on their trip to the Creatures of Light exhibition 
and the Milstein Hall of Ocean Life. Ask them to answer the following questions in their notebooks, supporting each 
answer with examples:

    •  What environments do organisms that glow live in?
    •  What functions does bioluminescence serve for the various species that use it?
    •  How does bioluminescence help creatures survive in specific environments?

Afterwards, have students share some of their answers with the whole class.

creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Activities for Grades 6–8
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Ecological Relationships Worksheet
creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Grades 6–8

1.  List some species that you observed in the Creatures of Light exhibition in the first  
column. Then record your observations in the column that describes the kind of relationship it has: How do different  
species use bioluminescence? For what purposes? What kinds of relationships do they form with other species that glow? 

2.  List some additional species that glow that you observed in the Milstein Hall of Ocean Life. You may also add species 
that don’t glow if you can describe how they interact with bioluminescent species.

continue on next page >

Species
Purposes of Bioluminescence

Predation Commensalism Attraction Defense Mutualism Parasitism

Pony Fish

ANSWER KEY

Fish gets a way 
to attract mate.  
Bacteria get a 
place to live, but 
they can survive 
just as well 
outside the fish…

Spits out  
bioluminescent 
saliva when 
threatened

Female firefly 
sees male of 
different species 
flashing, and 
attacks

Attracts prey  
(insects) into 
sticky lines  
and eats

Camoflauge – 
blend in with 
above

Female is 
attracted to male 
firefly flashing for 
reproduction

Male flashes to 
attract females

Deep-sea
Shrimp

Fireflies

Fungus 
gnat

Hatchet-
fish



creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Activities for Grades 6–8
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Species
Purposes of Bioluminescence

Predation Commensalism Attraction Defense Mutualism Parasitism

Stoplight
Loosejaw
Dragonfish

Fish gets a way 
to attract mate.  
Bacteria get a 
place to live, but 
they can survive 
just as well 
outside the fish…

Attracts prey  
with lure

Honey mush-
room living on 
and eventually 
killing trees

Attract prey Confuse  
predators

Flash to startle 
predators, or 
expose invading 
predators

Honey 
Mushroom

Dinofla-
gellates

Flashlight
Fish



overview
Students will learn how bioluminescence and fluorescence work, and how  
organisms use light to survive and reproduce.   

    •  Before Your Visit: Students will be introduced to the phenomenon of  
bioluminescence and prepare for their Museum visit. 

    •  During Your Visit: Students will collect data about bioluminescent and  
fluorescent organisms.

    •  Back in the Classroom: Students will share their findings and explore  
how scientists study bioluminescent and fluorescent organisms.  

background for educator
Bioluminescence is visible light generated by a living organism through a  
chemical reaction. One type of chemical, luciferin, is acted on by another type  
of chemical, an enzyme called luciferase, in the presence of oxygen (other  
molecules are sometimes involved). The energy produced by this reaction  
takes the form of photons, or units of light. 

Fluorescence is another process that can cause things to emit light. Things that  
fluoresce absorb light of shorter wavelength and re-emit it as longer-wavelength  
light. This changes the color, such as from blue to red. 

Organisms use a variety of body parts to emit light in different colors and for  
different purposes. In a few organisms, both bioluminescence and  
fluorescence occur.

before your visit
Activity: Why Do So Many Organisms Glow in the Dark?

Part 1: Observe Organisms That Glow in the Dark
Begin the lesson with a short discussion. Ask:

    •  Do you own anything that glows in the dark? (Answers will vary.) 
    •  What is meant by the term “glow in the dark”? (Answers will vary.)
    •  What makes something glow in the dark? (Accept all answers.) 
    •  What are some examples of living organisms that also glow in the dark?  

(Answers will vary.) 

Project two short videos of organisms found in the deep sea and how scientists  
study them:

BBC Planet Earth: Deep Ocean Creatures (4:35)
youtube.com/watch?v=mrSu65Bb9X4im

Monterey Bay Aquarium: Discover Alien Life Forms (1:27)
montereybayaquarium.org/videos/Video.aspx?enc=0ZZ+8rD1FkYIbAdCXUUyqw

Understanding Bioluminescence & Fluorescence
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Major Understandings
LE 1. 1.1b: Learning about the  
historical development of scientific 
concepts or about individuals who 
have contributed to scientific knowl-
edge provides a better understanding 
of scientific inquiry and the relation-
ship between science and society.

LE 6.2b: Biodiversity also ensures  
the availability of a rich variety of  
genetic material that may lead 
to future agricultural or medical 
discoveries with significant value 
to humankind. As diversity is lost, 
potential sources of these materials 
may be lost with it.

Plan how your students will explore 
Creatures of Light using the student 
worksheets. Since the exhibition 
will be dark, we recommend that 
students record notes after the 
exhibition.

Before your visit, distribute copies 
of the two worksheets to students 
and review them together. Tell 
students that they will be filling in 
the worksheets after the exhibition, 
but should use the questions on the 
worksheets as a guide.



Have students write down the things they recognize. As students watch the first video, read this aloud to them:

 The world underwater is very different than the world we live in. In the deep sea, where it is  
 perpetually dark, the only glimmers of light come from living things. This is a world full of  
 bioluminescence creatures. Here, most of the animals light up as they travel, hunt, and mate.

After the video, ask: 

    •  How do you think scientists study these organisms? (Accept all answers.) 
    •  Why do you think these organisms would light up? (Accept all answers.)

Part 2: Prepare for Your Museum Visit 
Divide your class into groups of two or three. Distribute the “Preparing for Creatures of Light” worksheet to each student. 
(You can also project the Creatures of Light exhibition map.) 

Tell students that the goal of the visit is to observe these organisms and learn how and why they light up. Ask each group 
to pick two or three sections to explore in the exhibition and come up with their own questions. Tell students the space will 
be too dark to take notes. Review the guiding activities in advance.

Optional Activity: Demonstrating Fluorescence of Chlorophyll
Use this classroom experiment to introduce students to the concept of fluorescence. See the full activity at the end of this 
PDF. 

creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Activities for Grades 9–12
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during your visit
Creatures of Light: Nature’s Bioluminescence
4th floor (45 minutes)
Review the second part of the “Preparing for Creatures of Light” worksheet with students. Encourage them to use all their 
senses to explore what life in darkness might be like. Have them use the worksheet to guide their observations in the 
exhibition. Tell them that they will regroup in the Milstein Hall of Ocean Life to record their observations.  

Milstein Hall of Ocean Life
1st floor (30 minutes)
This hall provides a great opportunity to reinforce key ideas of the Creatures of Light exhibition as well as provide a space 
for students to sit and record notes about what they learned. 

back in the classroom
Activity: Exhibition Wrap Up
Have students gather in small groups to share their notes from the visit about how and why so many organisms in the 
open ocean produce light.

Then as a class, have students make a list of ways we benefit from the biodiversity of the ocean. Ask: How many of the 
organisms in the exhibition do you think we benefit from? (Accept all answers.)

Activity: How do scientists study bioluminescence and fluorescence?
Working in small groups, have students read one of the scientist profiles (Edith Widder or Osamu Shimomura; see the 
end of this PDF). Then have them use the following questions to guide their reflections, and share their thoughts with the 
rest of the class.

Reflection Questions
1. What skills do you need to do this type of research?
2. What tools do you think scientists use in this kind of research? Why?
3. What is the best vehicle for observing deep-sea life? Why? 
4. Describe the benefits to society of studying bioluminescence and fluorescence. 
5. Would you be interested in working with the scientist you read about? Why or why not?
6.  Defend this statement, using evidence gathered on your trip to the Museum: It is important to protect the biodiversity 

of bioluminescent and fluorescent organisms.

online resources
Science Bulletins: Jellies Down Deep
ez-www.amnh.org/creatures-of-light/videos/jellies-down-deep
Increasingly, marine researchers are finding that there are far more jellies and jellyfish in the world’s oceans than previ-
ously believed. These creatures may play an unexpectedly large role in ocean ecosystems. This documentary, which was 
produced by the Museum’s innovative multimedia program Science Bulletins, follows scientists at the Monterey Bay 
Aquarium Research Institute as they retrieve jellies from the deep and features spectacular underwater footage.

Illuminating the Perils of Pollution, Nature’s Way
nytimes.com/2011/12/20/science/a-pollution-fight-powered-by-bioluminescent-sea-creatures.html

Natural Light Photo Slideshow: nytimes.com/slideshow/2011/12/20/science/20BIO.html

Edith Widder: Glowing Life in an Underwater World: youtube.com/watch?v=IThAD5yKrgE

creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Activities for Grades 9–12
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Student Worksheet: Preparing for the Exhibition
creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Grades 9–12

Working with your team, pick three sections of the exhibition to investigate the question: Why do so many  
organisms produce light? 

Why did you pick these sections? 

What questions do you have? 

in the exhibition
Although you can take notes in the exhibition, it will be 
challenging in the low light. So use all your senses to 
experience what life is like in the absence of light, and use 
the following activities to guide your observations.

Investigate two or three organisms from your sections that 
use bioluminescence or fluorescence. 

Read and engage with iPads to learn more about how 
bioluminescence and fluorescence work.

Observe what part of the organism produces light.

Reflect with your team on how the process of emitting light 
might benefit the organism.

Watch the Deep Ocean video.

Think about what it must be like to work in the deep ocean.

sections:
1. Woods: Mushrooms
2.  A Summer’s Night: 

Fireflies
3.  A Mysterious Cave: 

Glowworms
4.  A Sparkling Sea: 

Dinoflagellates
5.  Sea Shores: Corals, 

Jellies, & Fishes
6.  The Deep Ocean: 

Predators & Prey

1
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Student Worksheet: At the Museum
creatures of light: nature’s bioluminescence Grades 9–12

1.  Creatures of Light exhibition
Record information about three organisms that you observed in the exhibition. 

What is bioluminescence?

How might bioluminescence benefit organisms?

Where would you want to visit and why? 

2.  Milstein Hall of Ocean Life: Deep Sea Ecosystem
Observe the diorama and describe what you see.

Working with your team, find five different 
organisms that use light.

Name of
Organism

Name of
Organism

What part of the organism lights up?

What part of the organism lights up?

Does it use bioluminescence, fluorescence, 
or both? 

Does it use bioluminescence, fluorescence, 
or both? 

Sketch an organism and label the parts that light up. 
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Demonstrating Fluorescence of Chlorophyll 
activity

Use this classroom experiment to introduce students to the concept of fluorescence.

Materials per Group:

    • flashlight
    • 100 g spinach
    • ethanol
    • coffee filter
    • two 250 ml beakers
 
Put students in groups of three to four. Alternatively, you can also demonstrate this for the class.

1. Chop about 100 grams of spinach leaves into small pieces, and put into 250 ml beaker with 75 ml of ethanol. 

2. Let the jar stand for 20 minutes. 

3. Then pour through a coffee filter into a clean clear beaker. 

4.  Shine a flashlight on one side of the jar, and observe. Ask students to record their observations. (Students 
should observe a dark red fluorescence.)

5.  Tell students that the red color is a result of fluorescence, and that they’ll learn more about fluorescence in  
the exhibition.

Background for Educators and Students:

    •  Fluorescence is one way some organisms light up. 

    •  In fluorescence, electrons of certain type of molecules become excited when they absorb high-energy light 
from an outside source. As the electrons calm down, the energy absorbed is released as lower-energy light. 
Since light fuels fluorescence, the glow is more intense when they are under high-energy radiation, like 
ultraviolet light. 

    •  One of the most common fluorescent molecules in nature is chlorophyll, the green pigment found in plants. 
Leaves are green when lit by the Sun because they reflect the green light wavelengths. Chlrophyll absorbs 
mostly blue and red light wavelengths, which are the driving energy of photosynthesis. The energy of light is 
measured as wavelength: the shorter the wavelength, the stronger the energy of the light. When illuminated 
by ultraviolet light, the plant pigment glows red, which is lower in energy. The missing energy or difference in 
energy between the high-energy of the UV light and the lower-energy red light is released as heat energy A 
less intense fluorescence can be produced using a flashlight. In nature, plants fluoresce with daylight but this 
phenomenon can be seen only with special instruments.
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Edith Widder 
scientist profile

Bioluminescence Advocate
In 1984, as she was testing a new diving suit, marine biologist Edith 
Widder descended 880 feet (268 meters) into the ocean and was 
overwhelmed: A display of blue bioluminescent light burst forth before 
her. Thus began her obsession with creatures of light!

Filming in the Deep
So that others could appre-
ciate the amazing variety 
of sea life, Widder began 
shooting videos from inside 
a submersible. Because the 
vehicle’s noise and bright 
lights tended to scare away 
creatures, she developed  
a less obtrusive device. 

An Eye in the Sea 
This device, called “Eye-in-the-Sea,” sits on the bottom of the ocean and sends images to the surface. It includes  
a camera that uses red light, invisible to most sea creatures. And it incorporates an epoxy “jellyfish” with  
programmable blue lights, seen here, to attract animals.

Success
The device’s first foray in the Gulf of Mexico in 2004 was a triumph, 
capturing on film a previously unknown squid species. In a venture 
3,000 feet (914 meters) down to the floor of the underwater Monterey 
Canyon off California’s coast, a more advanced camera recorded many 
more species. The explorations continue.

A New Effort
Widder is working on a method to estimate pollution levels: She adds 
bioluminescent bacteria to lagoon sediment and measures how fast 
the bacteria’s light diminishes.
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Osamu Shimomura 
scientist profile

In 2008, scientist Osamu Shimomura won a Nobel Prize in Chemistry for 
discovering green fluorescent protein (GFP). But he hadn’t actually been 
looking for GFP. He had been trying to purify the bioluminescent compo-
nents of the jellyfish Aequorea victoria. 

No Light?
In the early sixties, intrigued by the jellyfish’s green luminescence, Shimo-
mura managed to prepare a solution with the luminescent tissues of 10,000 
jellyfish! He realized that the light wasn’t produced by a typical luciferase/
luciferine reaction but probably by a special protein. He tried many times 
but - unlike other bioluminescent reactions he knew – the solution did not 
light up outside the jellyfish. What was missing?

Strong Light!
By chance, he added a small amount of seawater to the solution, and was 
rewarded with what he called an “explosively strong” light! He realized that 
for the jellyfish’s bioluminescence to work, it needed calcium ions from the 
seawater. He purified the luminescent protein and called it aequorin. 

Green, Not Blue
Strangely, in the lab, the bioluminescent light was blue, not green as in the 
jellyfish. Upon examination, Shimomura found an additional molecule, 
Green Fluorescent Protein. The GFP absorbed the blue bioluminescent light 
produced by the aequorin and emitted it as lower-energy green light…and 
the puzzle was solved!

A Major Contribution
Shimomura’s discovery, GFP, has been adapted by other scientists to become 
a vital tool in biological research. 

Colorful Tool Kit
Naturally occurring fluorescent proteins have become important tools for researchers as they investigate  
questions like how stem cells specialize or how brain cells communicate. GFP—green fluorescent protein—was 
the first to be adapted for broad scientific use. Then, red fluorescent proteins from corals were adapted. Now 
fluorescent proteins of many colors can be expressed in living cells, where they literally illuminate biological 
processes. 




